
Mårten Spångberg, creator of Natten, describes night time as the only place ‘one can 
escape the tyranny of time’ (ICA Live, 2016) and during his original production, perhaps his 
Night was one in which time would become abstract and immeasurable to the viewer. 
Speaking to Nik Wakefield, who attended both the ICA showing and the original overnight 
show at the Kunstenfestivaldesarts it seemed there were quite different receptions. He 
explained that most of the audience in the overnight festival show drifted in and out of 
sleep, waking up to find the performers in new positions and the music playing a faster 
beat. The warm and dark room, the slow place and of course, the time duration provided 
the perfect nap setting, allowing the audience to experience the show both conscious and 
unconscious, groggy, awake, tired, asleep.

It then seems a peculiar decision to have this piece held at the ICA in a matinee time slot; 
its title literally means ‘night’. My experience at the ICA felt disjointed and forced and there 
was not one minute of my time in the performance area in which I felt remotely tired, 
sleepy or ‘in the night’. While in an interview in 2016 Spångberg describes Natten as ‘very 
withdrawn. It is a performance that you experience very much alone even if there are 200 
people in the building. It is a lonely show’, there were ushers constantly shifting audience 
members away from the fire exits and the ICA did not adhere to its advertised hourly time 
entry and exit, rather let in and out whoever whenever which meant I was very much 
aware that I was surrounded by others in a durational ‘faux nighttime’ performance. 
However the failure to immerse myself into the night and into my own darkness and the 
lack of intimacy aren't the reasons I left after three hours.

In the arts we can consider clock time vs duration. Our clock-time is a construct and 
everyone feels it differently, especially when you consider enjoyment; boring things 
seeming to go on ‘forever’ and ‘time flies when you're having fun’. We can suspend our 
sense of clock time when we immerse ourselves into the time frame within a narrative, the 
run-time of a show or the time we set aside to wander through a gallery, however the word 
‘can’ is the important one here. We only invest ourselves into something we enjoy or feel 
we are learning from or find interesting. Spångberg explains ‘Natten is 7 hours and 6 
minutes. Natten is a performance about Satan and hell and the fearful basis, the 
dreadfulness, the darkness, the deeply unknown, the horrendous, anyway, yes, the 
performance is long’ (ma culture, 2016). I understand that the point of this piece is not to 
withstand a full seven hours of performance but I feel it missed me. The duration did not 
leave me with an intensity, I did not experience my own darkness, I did not fall asleep or 
cry. I did not feel anything apart from boredom, and it wasn’t an enlightening boredom 
where you find yourself thinking deeply, absorbed in contemplation, it was a mind 
numbing, get me out, I need the scenery to change kind of boredom that I can only 
compare to a RCSSD BATP year one contextual studies lecture. This is the reason I left 
after three hours.

2016 interview: http://maculture.fr/entretien/marten-spangberg-2016/

ICA intro to Natten: https://www.ica.org.uk/whats-on/marten-spangberg-natten-series
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